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Furnace – A completely self-contained heating unit that is designed to supply heated 
air to spaces remote from or adjacent to the appliance location.





Boiler -A closed heating appliance intended to supply hot water or steam for space 

heating, processing or power purposes. Low-pressure boilers operate at pressures less than 
or equal to 15 pounds per square inch (psi) (103 kPa) for steam and 160 psi (1103 kPa) for 
water. High-pressure boilers operate at pressures exceeding those pressures.



Rooftop/ Air Handling unit - A blower or fan used for the purpose of distributing supply 
air to a room, space or area.



Make Up Air Unit- A unit designed to replace the air in your interior space that has been 
removed due to process exhaust fans. This type of HVAC solution pulls in fresh, tempered 
air from outside your building to replace existing air that cannot be recirculated.



Heat Pump/ Mini-split - A refrigeration system that extracts heat from one 
substance and transfers it to another portion of the same substance or to a 
second substance at a higher temperature for a beneficial purpose.



Air Exchanger - a ventilation and climate control system or device that exchanges air inside a 

building with fresh air from outside the building and that typically transfers heat between the outgoing 
and incoming air in order to reduce the energy required to maintain the building's indoor temperature



Ducts and Dampers - A tube or conduit utilized for conveying air. The air passages of self-contained 
systems are not to be construed as air ducts. Damper - A manually or automatically controlled device to 
regulate draft or the rate of flow of air or combustion gases



How does a furnace work?



How does a boiler work?



How a rooftop unit works



How a Make up air unit Works



Economizer/ Mixing box - mechanical device intended to reduce energy consumption, or to perform 
useful function such as preheating a fluid.





When is an economizer required?
SPS 363.0403(3)

 Supply air economizers shall be provided on the following cooling 
systems: 

 (a) All package roof top units. 

 (b) All other cooling systems > 54,000 Btu/h. Where a single room or 
space is supplied by multiple air systems, the aggregate cooling 
capacity of those systems shall be used in applying this requirement. 



How does a heat pump/ mini split work?



How does a heat pump/ mini split work?



How does an air exchanger work?



Duct installation
 1. Seal the Ducts With Mastic

 2. Use Only What You Need (length)

 3. Support the Ducts



Ducts - Insulation
 SPS 322.42(1) Supply and return heating ducts, or portions thereof, that are 

not located completely within the thermal envelope, shall be provided with 
insulation with a thermal resistance of at least R-8.

 2015 IECC: C403.2.9 – Duct and Plenum Insulation & Sealing



Ducts - Length & Connectors

 Length Flexible Duct & Connectors

 603.6 Flexible air ducts and flexible air connectors.

 603.6.1.1 Duct length. Flexible air ducts shall not be limited in length.

 Check manufactures instructions and SMACNA for length and supports

 603.6.2.1 Connector length. Flexible air connectors shall be limited in length to 14 feet



Ducts – Construction (Commercial)

 603.4 Metallic ducts. Metallic ducts shall be constructed as specified in the 
SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards—Metal and Flexible

 603.4.1 Minimum fasteners. Round metallic ducts shall be mechanically 
fastened by means of not less than three sheet metal screws or rivets spaced 
equally around the joint.

 603.4.2 Duct lap. Crimp joints for round and oval metal ducts shall be lapped 
not less than 1 inch (25 mm) and the male end of the duct shall extend into 
the adjoining duct in the direction of airflow.



Ducts – Construction (UDC)
 SPS 323.08(2) 2. Ducts connected to furnaces shall be constructed of sheet metal for at 

least 6 feet from the furnace

 SPS 323.08(5) Ductwork shall be constructed and installed in accordance with any one 
of the appropriate ASHRAE, SMACNA or NAIMA standards.

 SPS 323.08(6) THICKNESS. Sheet metal ducts shall conform to the minimum thicknesses 
listed in Table 323.08-A

 SPS 323.08(7) DUCT SUPPORT. Rigid metal ductwork shall be supported in accordance with 
Table 323.08-B.



Tables



Ducts – Sealing (Commercial)

 603.9 Joints, seams and connections. All longitudinal and transverse joints, seams and 
connections in metallic and nonmetallic ducts shall be constructed as specified in 
SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards—Metal and Flexible and NAIMA Fibrous Glass 
Duct Construction Standards

 All joints, longitudinal and transverse seams and connections in ductwork shall be 
securely fastened and sealed with welds, gaskets, mastics (adhesives), mastic-plus-
embedded-fabric systems, liquid sealants or tapes. 

 Mechanical fasteners for use with flexible nonmetallic air ducts shall comply with 
UL 181B and shall be marked “181 B-C.”



Ducts – Sealing (UDC)
 SPS 322.43 Duct and plenum sealing

 SPS 322.43(1) Duct systems with joints not located entirely within the conditioned 
space or with joints located on the unconditioned side of stud bays, joist cavities and 
similar spaces, shall be sealed

 SPS 322.43(2) Sealing shall be accomplished using welds, gaskets, mastics, mastic-plus-
embedded-fabric systems or tapes installed in accordance with the manufacturer's 
instructions.



Ducts – Air Flow/ Static Pressure



Chimneys and Vents
 SPS 323.11(1) - All heating appliances using solid, liquid or gas fuels shall be vented to the outside 

by an all-fuel factory-built, masonry chimney or other listed venting system designed to remove the 
products of combustion.

 SPS 323.11(2)(b) - Vents. Gas and oil appliance vents shall terminate in locations specified in their 
listings.

 Distance above grade

 Distance from openable door or window

 SPS 323.11(3) - SIZING. Vents for new or replacement equipment shall be sized to adequately exhaust 
combustion products from the dwelling.

 Note: The department recommends vent sizing in accordance with NFPA 54, National Fuel Gas Code or its 
appendix.

 SPS 323.14(1) (a) - All gas-fired equipment shall be provided with vent pipes conforming with s. SPS 
323.15 (2) (e), unless the manufacturer specifies other materials. 

 SPS 323.14(1) (b) - Plastic pipes and fittings used in venting flue gas shall bear the manufacturer's 
identification data.



Furnace Venting



Gas piping
 Bonded vs. Non-bonded

 Flexible

 Rigid



Improperly sized appliance

Improper installation

Inadequate make-up air

Common problems in the field



Items Inspectors should watch for on plans
Specs on plans -

Gauge of metal

Duct sealing









QUESTIONS???

John Anderson  Phone –

Email -


